
Arco Iris Community Samba Band 
Committee Meeting on 27th February 2020, 8pm 
  
Host:   Kate Leslie 
Present:  Flora Sheldon (Chair), Simon Adcock (minutes), Kate Leslie, Lucy Kuyper, 

Jan Macleod, Adam Cook, James Stevenson and Amanda Sferruzzi-Perri 
Apologies:  Ian Parry and Maureen Eckersley 
 
 
1. Approval of previous minutes 
 
Minutes of the November 2019 and January 2020 meetings were approved. 
 
2. Matters arising 
 

• Ongoing – Maureen to check we were paid for the Wolverton gig. [Maureen to confirm 
at a later date having not attended this meeting or provided an update.] 

• Complete – Ian and Jan to manage who plays surdos at gigs given the high rate of 
sign ups for mid and high surdos. [Jan reports that this is being handled well by the 
leaders.] 

• Complete – Jan to purchase an additional surdo. 
• Complete – gig managers to ask band members to list two preferred drums when 

signing up to play at gigs ensuring good coverage of all instruments. 
• Complete – committee members to help manage gigs and encourage band 

members to do so. 
• Complete – Ian e-mailed the band regarding the Bremen workshop. 
• Complete – James has created mailboxes for the Brazilian Event and Half Marathon 

gigs. 
• Ongoing – Maureen to update on treasury digitisation work. 
• Ongoing – James to circulate weekly subs collection reminders to the committee. 

This has been sporadic since the last meeting. Simon requested that a reminder is 
sent on Tuesdays. 

• Ongoing – James to circulate Dropbox details to the committee. [Simon to provide 
the account password to James.] 

• Ongoing – Flora to contact Heather Bevan-Hunt. 
• Complete – James has access to update the Facebook page.  
• Complete – subs cash is no longer being kept in the Bath House after practice. 

Blank paying in slips are available. 
 
3. Past gigs 
 
Opening of LGBTQ+ History Month, 31st January 
The gig went well. There was local newspaper coverage of the event and photos of the band 
featured. Kate’s unsure about reimbursement of car parking but has submitted a receipt. 
Action: Kate to follow up car parking reimbursement with Maureen. 
 
Be the Rainbow @ Arbury Primary School, 7th February 
Flora reported that this gig was well received by the school children. 
 
Bremen Practice, 9th February 
There was positive feedback regarding this. Thanks in particular to the leaders that 
participated.  
 
Bremen Karneval, 14th-16th February 



Another successful Bremen gig by all accounts. Tickets for the evening events were 
distributed without issue. 
Thanks to Ian, Miguel and Ahu for driving the van. 
 
4. Upcoming gigs 
 
Brazillian Event @ Missing Sock, 7th March (GM Adam Cook/Steve) 
Adam has been in touch with the venue to discuss the gig further. As the Half Marathon gig 
takes place the following day Kate suggests we ask not to play too late in the evening. 
 
Cambridge Half Marathon, 8th March (GM Flora/Peter) 
We’re due to play early as we will perform as the runners pass. 
 
Busk 
Francis can provide a list of environmental charities to which a donation for offsetting the 
carbon relating to Bremen flights could be made. 
Action: Flora to follow up with Francis regarding this. 
Action: Chris and Marion have volunteered to gig manage this, Kate to check on 
which date is suitable. 
 
Adam and Marion’s Wedding, 2nd May 
This gig was briefly discussed with nothing significant to report. 
 
Stretham Feast 
The organisers are not offering free food and drink this year but it remains a paid gig. It was 
agreed to accept the booking. 
Action: Kate to contact the organiser to ask that we perform in the parade and centre 
of the arena but not the first set we’ve played in the past. 
 
Other upcoming gigs 
 
Liverpool, 10th-12th July (GM Ian/Ahu) 
Kate to encourage gig management activity on this in light of the challenges faced last year 
around the relatively late start. Simon suggested that a provisional coach booking is made 
now in anticipation of it being difficult to make one nearer the date however it was thought 
that a coach will be available nearer the time. 
Action: Kate to speak to Ian and Ahu regarding communication with the band 
concerning the gig. 
 
Barefoot, GM Asnat/Chris 
This gig was briefly discussed with nothing significant to report. 
 
Shambala in Northamptonshire, 27th-31st August (Not yet confirmed) 
Lucy suggested applying to be a carnival performer as per an advert on the event’s website.  
As the festival has a similar ethos to Arco Iris’s it was agreed that an application should be 
made. 
Action: Lucy and Kate to investigate further. 
 
 
5. Financial update 
 
Prior to the meeting Maureen provided current bank balance figures. 
 
Metro Bank £1598.38 
Lloyd’s Bank £4953.32 



Total  £6551.70 
 
Last year’s total at this point during the year was £6471.46. 
 
Simon asked whether it was possible for financial information relating to the Bremen gig, as 
the band’s first major gig of the year, to be made available to the committee. This relates to 
committee members’ constitutional obligation of “Keeping themselves informed of the 
business of Arco Iris including its financial transactions…” and was proposed as an exercise 
that be repeated for other gigs where band members benefit from subsidies. 
 
Jan queried the value of being presented with such information to which Simon responded 
that it would provide visibility of whether band memberships increased in anticipation of 
receiving subsidies, how many new memberships this resulted in, to what extent subsidies 
form part of the overall cost of running this type of gig and how much smaller events (such 
as the Sunday Bremen workshop) linked to the overall gig impact its overall financial 
position. Jan countered that it wouldn’t necessarily be possible to determine whether an 
uplift in memberships could be attributed to a particular event given how these are currently 
being processed. Simon indicated that this would then link back to a point raised at the AGM 
whereby it should be clear where the band’s income has originated from and in what 
manner; the specific point raised at the AGM related to Maureen highlighting an issue of 
subs sheets not always being properly completed and therefore making treasury record 
keeping more difficult. 
 
The discussion concluded by establishing that Maureen would be best placed to provide this 
information. 
Action: Maureen to provide summary information regarding the Bremen gig relating to 
items such as cost/income from the Sunday workshop, total cost of subsidies for 
transport/accommodation and new membership figures attributable to Bremen if that 
can be established. 
 
6. Paying membership via BACS 
 
A band member has asked if it would be possible to pay their annual membership fee by 
bank transfer (BACS). As one band member has already done this it was agreed that the 
same could happen again. It was also agreed that all band members should have the 
opportunity to pay membership fees in this way. 
Action: Flora to e-mail the band advising that annual membership fees can be paid by 
BACS. Advice will be given to contact the Treasurer for bank details and inform the 
Webmaster when payment is made so that membership expiration dates can be updated as 
well as any website access that may have been suspended following membership 
expiration. 
 
Discussion followed concerning cashless payments for weekly subs. Jan felt that cash 
payments were easier, particularly if using an electronic payment method meant longer 
transaction processing time such as the device needing to wait for payment authorisation. 
Cashless payment benefits include reducing the need to bank money, cash not potentially 
being left at the Bath House and more convenience for those paying (this could possibly 
supersede use of the pre-pay Arco card). 
 
Maureen’s absence from the meeting was noted and given any changes to the way in which 
people pay for subs would have an impact on her responsibilities as Treasurer the 
committee agreed that further discussion would need to wait until the next meeting. The 
committee also agreed that providing a cashless alternative for subs payments should be 
investigated in the meantime. 



Action: Adam agreed to investigate cashless payment solutions for further discussion 
at the next committee meeting. 
 
7. Pricing for hoodies/t-shirts 
 
Lucy has placed an order for hoodies and t-shirts. The supplier has introduced new pricing of 
£15.50 per hoodie and £6 per t-shirt. Maureen had suggested that the selling prices should 
therefore be £16 and £6 respectively. There’s a flat £12 screen print reset charge on the 
whole order so the 50p surplus on each hoodie sale will cover this. 
Action: Flora to advise the band of new pricing which takes immediate effect. 
Action: James to update the subs sheet template to reflect the new prices. 
 
8. AOB 
 
Honorary membership 
 
The topic of band membership arose during recent Bremen gig organisation discussions. It 
had been felt that being able to offer non-band members some kind of membership would 
make them feel more welcome and part of the band. 
 
The committee discussed the possibility of having another type of membership to sit 
alongside full band membership. This was nominally referred to as honorary membership 
although the term was challenged as a benefit you’d most likely provide to an existing 
member who had been with the band for a considerable period of time and/or made a 
considerable personal contribution to the operation of the band, to recognise these facts. 
 
There was some discussion around how a new type of membership might practically work. It 
was suggested that a current playing member with an active paid membership would need to 
propose a non-member and there’d need to be a mechanism in place for approving such a 
proposal. Flora raised the point that voting rights, such as at the AGM, would also need to be 
considered; the committee were in agreement that only full membership would provide such 
a benefit. 
 
It was considered that pricing of a new membership type would be the same as full 
membership, with Amanda suggesting this be aligned with the waged rather than unwaged 
rate, which led to some confusion around why someone would pay for anything other than 
full membership. 
 
Discussion concluded with broad agreement that a non-member participating in a gig where 
subsidies are offered should be asked to pay a fixed price contribution not less than the full 
membership fee price. This would still benefit the individual whilst at the same time ensuring 
the band had a means to minimise the subsidy. 
 
Subs sheet update 
 
Simon asked if James had managed to update the subs sheets template so the format was 
more user friendly. James advised that he hadn’t yet managed to progress this as he has 
been making unseen adjustments to the website. 
 
New bells 
 
Lucy asked if new bells and bell sticks could be ordered as the current stock is becoming out 
of tune and worn. 



Action: Jan to look into ordering new bells and sticks. JP Percussion has previously 
provided bells; JP himself has contacts in the band such as Martin Gibbs and Matt 
Manley that may be worth speaking to. 
 
 
The meeting finished at 21:21. Kate was thanked for hosting. 


